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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

T73CHNICAL NOTE No. 1042

PERFORMANCE TESTS OF WIRE STRAIN GAGES

IV - AXIAL AND TRANSVERSE SENSITIVITIES

By William R, Caapbell

BUMMARY

Results of calibrations to determfne axial and trans-
verse strain sensitivities are presented for 15 types of
single-element, multistrand wire strain gages~

Average ratios of transverse sensttlvity, Kt! to
axial sensitivity, Ka, were found to be positive for 11
types of gages and ‘t/Ka did not exceed 0.028 for these
gages- Negative values of the average ratio ‘t/Ka rang-
ing from -0.007 to -0.063 were Sound for four types of gages.
The negative transverse sensitivity of one type of gage was
ascribed to the geometry of the gage structures Negat!.ve
transverse sensitivities for the remaining three gages were
ascribed to the wire itself. The wires in these gages
were characterized by having a negative. transverse sensi-
tivity coupled with a relatively high axial strain sensi-
tivity.

INTRODUCTION

This report describes one of a series of performance
tests on wire strain gages of types currently used in large ___
numbers to measure stresses in aircraft structures, The
purpose of the teste is to make available information on the
properties, accuracy, and limitations of various multistrand,
single-element gages,

The performance test program has been divided into
severel phases the results of which are being reported
individually- The first three phases of the progrem have

●



been reported in refer encesl..to 3. The present paner
reports on the fourth phasa, determinations of axial
and transverse gege sensitivities. -.

This investigation, conducted at the National i3ureau
of Stendards, was sponsored by and conducted with the
financial assistance of the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics. —

The author desires to acknowledge the cooperation of
the NACA Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works, the Boeing Aircraft Company, the Chrysler
Corporation, the Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation,
the Douglas Aircraft Company, the Lockheed Aircraft Corpo-
ration, ,Nortn American Aviation Incorporated, and Northrop
.:.ircraftIncorporated in submitting test gages. The author
is grateful for the assi.staace of members of the Engineering
Mechanics Section of the National Bureau of Stendards, and
is particularly indebted t~ Dr. Walter Ramberg for su.ggest–
ing the use of aluminuifi alloy cubes to vary the ratio of

.—

transverse to axial strain and to Mr. Samuel Levy for the
analysis given in ap~endix 1.

NOTATION

Ca strain parallel to axis of wire strain gnge

A<a change in strain Ca

c“~ strain transverse to axis of wire strain gage

A~t change in strain Ct

R resistance of <~.ge, ohms

AR change in gage resistance, ohms

Ka axial sensitivity of gage = calibration factor for
zero transverse strain, ohus per ohn per inch
per inch.

Kt transverse sensitivity of gage = call%r~tion factor
for zero axial strain, ohms per ohm per inch
per inch

IJ Poissonls ratio
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Kl calibration factor of gage for un iaxial stress incre-
~ent producing a strain ACa parallel to the gage
axis and a strain ‘PA Ca transverse to the gage
axis, ohms per ohm per inch per inch.

K2 calibration factor of gage f,or uniaxial stress incre-
ment producing a strain Act transverse to the
gage axis and a strain -2*tit parallel to the
gage axis, ohms per ohm per inch per inch

APPARATUS AND METHCD

Description of Strain Gages.

Six aircraft companies, the NACA Ames Aeronautical
Laboratory, the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and the Chrysler
Corporation contributed test gages of 15 different types
(A, B, .... G, Fi-1, I, .... 0),which in all but one case
are identical with the gage types reported in reference 1.
With the exception of gage type I&l, which was substituted
by the maker for gage type H, table 1 of reference 1
gives a description of the test gages and figure: 1 and _2
of reference 1 show the gages attached to strips used in the
calibrations at low tensile strains. Data on gage type H-1
are given in appendix 1 of reference 2.

Calibrations

The output, AR/R, of the gage was assunied to be a
linear function of the strains acting along and trans-
verse to the gage axis. !Phis assumption is su~ported by
the linearity of the experimental data, as explained in
appendix 1.

The axial and transverse sensitivities Ka and Kt
of the gages were relfited to gage output by

(1)

.——

and were calculated for aach gage from measurements of
unit change in gage resistance corresponding to known
changes in strains Ca and ct. These strains were applied
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.

by placing the gaga in a uniaxial stress field first with
the axis of the gage parallel to the ~ajor principal strain
and seccnd with the axial transverse to the uejor principe.1
strain. The ycsitioning of the gages in the strass field
WP.S accomplished by attechicg the gages to one pair of
~,.lrellel faces C.f & dural cube that could be loeded in cc-
pression between either pair of parallel surfaces upsn w5.ich
no gages were attacked. In this mnnner equ~tion (1) could
ba wg~i~ten for two different reties of Lctto

+1.1~.
b~a,th~t is,

-w
The expressions for evaluating k~ and kt were derived

.%9 follows. With g~iges attached tc a 3.5–inch cube.as shown
~.t the left in figure 1, s.nd with the cube uniformly loaded
“,larallel to axis 1-1, equation (1) becorjes,

since

Act = +L(fka)

Dividing equatinn (2) bY A6a,

where Xl is the calibration factcr of n gage.for a uni?.xial
stress incrament producing a change in strain AGn parellel
to the qege axis and a change in strcin —WA~atr?nsverse to
the gage axis.

If the cube is now rotate~ 9(3° and lcfided par=llel to
axis 2—2 as shown et the right in figure 1, equatiGn (1)
beco.ces,

(5)

(6)

Dividing equation (5) by A%
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112 ‘w).’+ “t-~’a
(7}.

Solving equations (4) and (7) simultaneously for K= and Kt,

(8)

(9)

Four vr.lues cf K1 and Kc were calculated for en.ch gage
by substituting in equaticns -(4) and (7) measured vslues
~f (AR/R)l ~-nd A% obtained with the cube lo~ded parallel to
Sxi.s 1—1, and (AR/R)2 and Act obt~.ined with the cube lGad-
ed p~rallel to axis 2-2. USi.ng the experi~ent?lly d~ter~irietl

. vslue of Poisson!s ratio for the cube

IJ =’ 0.342 (lo)
*

w~lues for Ka and Kt for each gage were calculated by
substituting in equations (8) and (9) average values of Kl
end Kz for each gage.

The unit chan~es in gege resistance (Lz~s). and
(AR/R) were aeasu~~d as the &ajOr principal st;ain was ln–
cre~set from -lx10 to -15,7 xl~4c

Description of Cubes

Three cubes were used In the calibrations, and were
pl~.ced one oa-top of another to for.n the calunn shown in
fi2ure 2. Wire gages were attached to the middle cube at
the center ilortion of two f~-ces. Each cube WES machined

. from a 4-inch square bar of 24&T aluminum alloy and grcund
to 3.500 inches between parallel surfaces. The four load
bearing surfaces of the center cube and the adj~ining sur-

1 feces of the end cube were le.pped to obtain optical sur–
faces, flat within about 0.00002 inch.

Po3ssonIs ratio for the cube and the strain distribution
on the two surfaces upon which wire strain ge.ges were to be
attached were determined with Tuckerman strain gages with”
the cube in each of its two loading positions, The stre.in-”
surveys indicated linear variations in axial strain across
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the face of the column at the ~idsection which did not
exceed 3 percent , Variations in transverse strain between
the upper and lower edges of tp.e center cube did not exceed
0.5 percent. During calibratiflns errors due to nonuniform
strain distribution were minimized by calibrating the wire
gages individually and measuring 10CP.1 strains with
Tuckerman gages spanning the wire strein gages. The four
load bearing surfaces of the cube were chosen parallel to
the axis of the bar from which the cube was cut sc that-the “-
cube was always loaded transverse to the directicn of rolling.
The average axial strain and the avarege transverse strain
over the face of the cube were measured with 2-inck .
Tuckerman strain gages for the strain inverval used in the
calibrations. The ratios of average transverse tc average
axial strains were

–0.341, –0.344

Tor the twc directions of loading, rss~ectively. The ratios
for strains ueasured with &inch Tucker=an strain gages in
the center portion of the faces to which the wire strain
gages were attached ringed from -0.334 to -0.34? nnd averaged,

–0.342

This average value was assumed to hold fcr both leading
pcsitions of the cube end was used i~ all wire gage
calculations.

Strain and Resistance Measurements

The calibrating strain apnlied to each wire gage Was
measured with a Tucker&an optical strain ~age. The unit
change in resistance of each gage during calibration was
~easured with a Wenner-tyVe ratio set in a direct-current
h’heztstone bridge, using a high-sensitivity mo~icg-coil
galvanometers as a null indicator. The construction of the
ratio set and its use in the bridge circuit t?, n8a-k&e
unit change in resistance Iuzs bee~ described in reference 1.
The voltage drop across the gage during ca.li3rati@n was 0,75
volt when the axis of the gage WP,S par&lleZ to the major
principal strain, and 1.5 v-it when the axis of the gage
was transverse to the major principal strain. The higher
voltage in the latter case served, oQ: tu ucrmse tko bridge
sensitivity for the measurement cf the decreased gage out—
put under transverse loading.
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TEST Pl?@CZDURE

Attachment of Gages

Four gages of each type were calibrated. All gages
were attached at the National Bureau of Standerds follcwing
the makers instructions. Gages were attached with bonding
cements supplied by the maker and were dried a total of 42
hours as follows: 18 hours at room temperature follo-wing

.-.—..-— ,,

e.ttachment, 7 hours with the cube heated by radiation from
a C&watt lamp to about 12C” F, and 17 hours additional at
room temperature. No gages were waterproofed.

—.

Tests

Two gages of a given type were attached to each of two
parallel gage surfaces of the test cube, which was then
loaded in compression in the positiGn shown at the left in
figure 1. The laboratory setup for the tests is shown in
figure 2. A Tuckerman strain gage was mounted on the..cube ‘. _
along axis A-A (fig, 1) so as to span one of the four gages
and indicate the strain Ca applied to this gage. The wfre

gage spanned by the Tuckernan gage was connected in one arm
..—

of a Whetstone bridge which measured the unit change in gage
resistance (AR/R)l resulting from a change in the applied Ca .
The cube was first preloaded to 190,000 pounds
(~~ -15.7 x 10‘A)for three cycles of loading to reduce zero
shift in the gages (reference 1). Loads of 10,000, 190, 0C0,
and 10, 000 pounds were then applied in succession, At each
load the Tuckerman gage was read at the instant of balance
of the Wheatstone bridge. The leading cycle was t-hen re–
peated for an additional set of !l?uckerman gage and bridge
readings. From these measurements four values of ?I,
equation (4), were calculated for this gage: two for in-
creasing strein and two for decreasing strain. The remain-
ing gages on the cube were individually calibrated for KI
values in the same manner. The Tuckerman gage was moved
from one wire gage to another and individual gages were
connected in the ‘Wheatstone bridge in turn.

Temperature compensating gages were not used in the
calibrations since the loading cycles, during “which meas-dre-

..—.—

ments were made, required less than 3 ninutes, and the mass
of the column was large enough to be insensitive to small
variations in ambient temperature in this interval of time.

—
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Following the measurements of (m/~)l and Aca on

each of the four gages, the cube was rotated 90° and loaded
as shown at the right in figure 1. The laboratory setup for
the tests is shown in figure 3. The Tuckerman gage was
mounted on the cube along axis B-B (fig. 1) so as to span
both wire gagec on this surface of the cube and indicate the
strai~ Ct annlied to the gages.

.-
One of the gages WES Con-.

necked in the Wheatsone bridge which measured the unit_c_hange
in resistance (M/il)~ resulting from a change in the strain
Et auplied to this gage. After three preloading cycles, the

cube was subjected to the same loading cycles as before, and
at each load the Tuckerman gage was read at the instant of
bridge balance. From these measurements four values of- “Kz”,

equation (7), were calculated for this gage: two for increas-
ing strain and two for decreasing strain. The~emaining
gages on the cube were individually calibrated for Ka

.-
val-

ues in the same manner.

The axial sensitivity Ka and tk.e transverse sensitiv-
ity Kt were then calculated for each of the four gages of
this tyne by substi~uting in equations (8) and (9) the aver-
age of the four values of K1

.
and the average of the four

—

values of Ka ,oktained for each gage.

3ESUL!CS AKD DISCUSSION

The axial and transverse sensititrities Ka and Kt as
defined by equation (1) are given in table 1 together with
the ratio Kt/Ka for each gage. The gcge t.ynes are ?rianged
in table 2 in the or-’er of increasing values of the atierage

-—

ratio Kt/Ka, for each gage type.

The average ratio Kt/Ea, which is a measure of the
response of a gage to transverse strein re12tive to its
response to axial strain, ranged fron –G.C6~ for g~ges””of
type G to +@0028 for grges of type F, The average ratios
Kt/K% were positive cad did zmt.exceed O.028 fcr 11 af the 15
ty7es cf gfiges. Neg6tive rrtios r~.nging fron —5.067 t~
-0.c63 were found for four types of gages (G, L, M, =nd N). ‘ _____
T~,ble 2 shows that the average rptiO Et/Ka for .vp.gesI&19
J, A, C, ~nd O were less than 0,003, s:> that f~r-g?ges of
these types the response to transverse strain w~s less than
0.3 percent cf the response to s.xiel str.ein.

The average ratios Kt/Ka ~e~sured “for the different
gages are compared with theoretical r?tios b~sed OIZ the
geonetry of the Eage windings in figure 4. ...—
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The theoretical ratio o: the transverse sensitivity to the
axial sensitivity (v) was taken as the ratio of the effec+
tive length of transverse wire to the effective length of
longitudinal wire in each winding, The strain-sensitive
wire grids for all but one of the gages (M) could be re~
resented by twc general grids shown in figure 4, n parallel
strand winding and a saw—t~.}othed winding, which ccul~ be
divided into nominally straight wires and semicircular lccps.
For pur~oses of analysis the transverse sensitivity of each
gage was assumed to be due entirely t; the se~icircular
locps at the ends of adjacent wire strands. Slanting of the
longitudinal wires in the saw-tcothed grids (gages A and C

only) was ignored since, for small angles between these wires
and the axis cf the gage, the slanting contributes negligible
transverse effect compared to the 10CPS at the ends of
adjacent strends. Since the sun of the strains in eny two-- ‘“
~erpenclieular direction is constant, the average circuu-
ferentiel strain in the semicircular loop nay be obtained by
splitting the lcop into two quadrants of a .c_i.rcle,one sub-
jected to a constant circumferential strain 6 and the
ether to a constent circumferential strain et ~ The effective
length of transverse wire V+ is therefore equal to half the
sum of the semicircular arc lengths in the grid,

* (n–1)Wt=- (11)

The effective length of longitudinal wire ‘da is equ.el tc
the sum of the straight wire lengths (ng+2a) plus the sliii
of the remaining halves of the semicircular loops,

---
The

theoretical ratio of transverse sensitivity to axial
sensitivity is

-wEAL—.Y=———— (12)
ng + nd

—q- (n-1) + 2a
:

Figure 4 sho-ws that with the exception of the points
involving negative values of Kt[Ka (gages G, L? and N) the

-----

points scatter about a faired curve through the origin. The
scatter is large, however, possibly due to differences in the
type of base paper, bonding cement, and strain-ssnsitive wire
used in the different gages in addition to inaccuracies “in
the measurements of Kt/Ka and (I’), Examination of figure 4
also shows that’ the points lie below the line Qf unit slope
(dotted.) so that the measured ratios Kt/Ka were all less
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than the theoretical ratio (Y) . This was ascribed to a de-
crease in the efficiency with which the bonding cement
transfers strain to wire in loops of small diameter. The
dotted points in figure 4 idclude a correction for trans-
verse sensitivity of the wire for gages L and N, This
correction will be discussed below.

Gage’ M, which also had a negative ratio Kt/’Ka, is not
included in figure 4 since the expression for Y is not
applicable to the winding in this gage, Gage E has a double
layer of wires parallel to the surface of the gage, and the
loops between adjacent upper and lower strands are in planes
perpendicular to the surface of the gage; hence Y as de-
fined in equation (12) cannot apply. In all gages except M
the strain-sensitive wine was confined to a single plane.

The negative transverse sensitivities found for gages
of type M were believed to be due to the geometry of the
strain—sensitive winding. The upper and lower layers of
wire, separated %y bonding cement and a thickness of paper,
form a smell structure which contracts in the direction
normal to the surface of the gage when the gage is subject-
ed to a transverse t~nsile strain and zero axial strain.
The contraction produces a compressive strein in the loops
of wire between the ends of the unper end lower strands,
which, in turn, decreases the resistance of the wire in
these sections and leads to negative transverse sensitivity
Kt(equation (1)). The transverse sensitivity of a gage with
this type of winding (itwrap-around~l) may he negative,
however, only so long as the unit change in gage resistance
due to the afore-mentioned action of the loops exceeds the
unit change in gage resistance due to the positive effect
of the transverse projections of the longitudinal wires
which result from spacing successive turns. The transverse
sensitivity of a gage of type M was actually changed from
a negative to appositive value by removing one gage length
of the outside wire strand from its usual position find re-
winding this length transverse to the gage axis, This
effect may be utilized for winding gages similer to type
M which are insensitive to transverse strain, nrovided it
is possible to wind them in a sufficiently uniform manner.

The negative transverse se~sitivities found for gages
of types G, L, and N were surprising since these gages all
have parallel strand grids (sketch at left in fig. 4) with
relatively large loops, which should presumably produce
positive transverse sensitivities. These three gsge types
differed from other gages primarily in the type of strain-
L,
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.
sensitive wire used in the grid windings. Chromel, Chromel
Ilc u and iso-elastic wires were used In gages G, L, and ??;
whe~eas all other gages were wound with advence vfre or with.
wires having strein sensitivities near that of advance.

On the basis of the strain survey made on the cube, and
with the known accuracies of the I%ckerman gage and the
Wenner ratio set, it was estiriiated that the calibration
factors “Kl and K= “in equations (4) and (7) were each
accurate within %G.5 percent, and that Pofsson!s ratio of
the cube was known within 1 percent, !i!hevalues of Ka and
Kt in table 1 were therefore estimated to be correct within

‘Ka, t =*O. 01, aud the ratio Kt/Ka correct within
A(Kt/Ka) = +0.005. The average ratios Kt/Ka found for gages

G, L, and N were –0.063, -0.007, and -0.c27, respectively,
which differ from zero by more t~a~ the .esti~ated maximum

error of *0.0C!5.

.
Additional calibrations were made on gages of types L

and N, and were attempted on gages of type G, to check the
reproducibility of results. In the case of g=ge G it was. .
doubted that the average ratio Kt/K& of -0.C63 was represent-
ative of the gage in view of the large variation in the
ratios for the individual gages of this type (-O.@09 to

—

-0.142, table 1). ~~e average ratio –0.0E3 could hot be
checked because of erratic changes in the resist?~ces of
the gages on which additional calibrations were attemptk-d-~
The averpge reties found for i%ur additional gages each of
types L and N were -0.00s and -0.027 (table 1), which a~”iee
almost exactly vith the values -0.007 and -0.027’ givsn in
teble 2 for these gages.

C~librations were then made on single strand gages
(fig. 5) made up of str:iri-sensttive wire removed from
gages of types G, L, and N and on single strand gages using
new advance wire. The advance wire was included as rep-

. resentative Of all gages Which showed po$iti~e ValUt?S Of
Kt . The results of these calibrations are ?iven in table 3.

The average ratio “Kt/Ka for the advance wire was +0.001;”

whereas the average ratios for the single wires from gages
G, L, and H were -0.022, –0.017, and -0.040, respectively.
The ratios for wires G, L, and N were observed to be not
only negative but two of them, L and N, were of larger
magnitude than the Kt /Ka ratios found for the t:;pas of

gages from which the wires were removed. Also the single
wires from gages of type G showed only small variations in

—. —.

K at Kt$ and Kt/Kal i~dicating that the large Varifitions
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.

.

encountered “with gages G were probably due to gage con-
struction. The results of the calibrati~ns on single wires
suggested that the geometry of the grtd windings in gages
L and N actually produced a positive transverse sensitivity
~ which was obscured by a negative trtinsverse senqi.ti~ity
of the wire, The lest column in t~ble 3 <ives the difference
between the average ratio Kt/Ka for the coaplete grge and
the average ratio for the single wire. This difference was
taken as the rs.tio due to the geo?zetry cf the ‘&a.gewindings
and was plotted as a dotted point in figure 4. Examination
of figure 4 shows that the dotted points for gages L and N
fit the curve considerably better than the solid points
involving the true ratios.

The tr~nsverse sensitivities end the reties of trans–
verse to axial sensitivities for single wires cf iso-
e12stic, chroszel, advance, and aanganin are plotte~ egainst
the axial sensitivity in figure 6. A saooth curve could be
plotted for the wires with axial sensitivities exceeding 2;
the point fnr the mang~nin wire with an axiel sensitivity of
only 1 was far renoved fron this curve.

.

The pronounced negative transverse strain sensitivity
wires with axi~l sensitivities well above 2 is an interest-
ing experimental phenomenon which should be investigate~
further in order to explain the fundamental nature of
strain sensitivity of fine wires.

—

Attenticn should be called to the possibility of
utilizini; the ne~ative transverse sensitivity af wires
such es iso-elastic or chrokel for winding ~ultistrand
gages which are insensitive to transverse strain by making
the Ifiops tetween a~jacent wire strands in these gag-es of
such dianeter as to coa~ensate for the negative trans-
verse sensitivity of the wire.

At the present tir~e the writer has no explanation
. for the negative trnnsveree sensitivities found for is~

elastic, chrctilel, and menganin wires when attached to
structures un5er coubined strain. ALang the v=riables

, which mi~ht in soue manner produce the negative values of
the transverse sensitivity, Kt, mpy be considered:

1. Variations in gage current

2. Lack of te]~.erature compensation

3. Differences in bonding
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4. Resistance changes due to thermal effects
accompanying deformation of the gage wires

Check calibrations were made on gage N with differ-
ent bridge voltages (i.e., gage currents) with and without
temperature compensation. The values of IIa and Kt 03tained
~howsd no significant change with voltage (9.75 t~ 1.5
volts) and were the same with and without temperature- ‘-- ‘- ““
compensation. .

The procedures for bonding the different wires in the
tests of the sin~le strand gages were identical; hence the
various sensitivities appear to be a nroperty of the wires
rather than of the bond.

A computation on the assumption that all the strain
energy in the gage wires is converted into heat indicatee

. a temperature rise of the order of O.1° F for a strain of
0.0015. The energy actually available for conversion into
heat is only a small fraction of the strain energy end hence

. would produce a negligible change in temperature.

CONCIIUS1O3S

Calibrations on the 15 types of gages included in
the program showed average ratios of transverse sensitiv-
ity Kt to axial sensitivity Ka which were positive and did
not exceed Kt/Ka =0.028 for 11 types of gages, The everage
ratio Kt/Ka did not exceed 0.002 for gages A, C, H-1, J, ““”
and O in this group.

The average ratio Kt/Ka was found to be negative for

four types of gages (G, L, M, and M). The negative trans-
. verse sensitivity of gage M was ascribed to the geometry

of the gage structure and grid winding. Calibrations on
single stre.nd gages constructed with strain-sensitive re—

. moved fron gages of types G, L, am N shcwed that the
negative transverse sensitivities o? gages G, L, ~hd N
were due to characteristic negative transverse sensitiv-
ities of the wires. These gages were wound with chromel,
chromel l~C1f,and iso-elastic wires which had relatively
high axial strain sensitivities (2.4 to 3.4); whereas
all other gages were wound with advance wire, or wire
having a strain sensitivity near that of advance (2.1),
which showed no significant transverse sensitivity, ‘--

..+
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.
The presence of negative transverse sensitivity in

single strand gages deserves further study to explain
the fundamental nature of strain sensitivity in the fine.
wires.

It is suggested that the negative transverse sensitiv-
ity characteristic of certain types of wire may be utilized
to wind multistrand gages with zero transverse sensitivity;
in these gages the negative transverse sensitivity of the
wire would be compensated by introducing an equal amount” of
positive transverse sensitivity with end loops of the
proper diameter.

National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C, Cctober 31, 1945
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Derivation of Equation (1) from Linearity

of Experimental Data

Assume to begin with that the output of the gage Is
some analytical function of the axial and transverse strains.

—.

Expanding this function in the fern of a Taylor series gives:

The strains E.-and ‘C in the present calibrations are re–
lated for the two directions of loading on the cube by

1~
2. c = –– 2,

}

(14)

t !J

and equation (13) may be written

or

Since it is known that to a high degree (AR/3.)1 and .
(AR/R) ~ are linear with ~P andct, respectively, for the
two testing conditions, i{ follows that the coefficients
of the nonlinear terms in equation (16) nust be equal to
zero:
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C–MD+M2E=0

us c -wD+E=O

It is mathematically possible to satisfy these equations
by values of C, D, E, .=. which are different from zero.
However, this leads to an improbable type of function (13).
It is far more probable that (17) is satisfied by having
all ,Lonlinear coefficients in (13) equal to zero:

c =D = E =.6. = o (18)
. .

A definite proof of equation (18) would require calibrations
under coinbined strain such that the ratio ~a/~t is variable
over a wide range.

—
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Ch,ge
type

A

B

o

D

E

F

G

H-1

TABLE l.- RESULTS OF CALIBRATIONS
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—

IIGage Resist- K1
No. ante, R (equa-

(Ohnls) tion (4))

4

1
2

:

1
2

:

1
a
3
4

1
2
3
4

1

1
2

:

118.2
118.1
114.7
114.2

99.7
99.9
99.9
99.7

99.9
99.8
99.?
99.8

90.0
91.0
87.3
89.9

119.9
119.3
119.4
119.4

399.5
398.9
399.3
399.7

119.9
119.8
119.9
120.0

120.6
120.1
120.3
120.8

119.9
120.2
120.2
120.1

120.2
120.0
119.0
120.2

2.008
2.044
2.067
2.079

2.146
2.134
2.123.
2.118

2.119
2.127
2.191
2.109

2.050
2.045
2.042
2.044

2.069
2:069
2.070
2.078

2.158
2.110
2.121
2.144

2.019
2.018
2.025
2.024

2.263
2.320
2.092
1.882

2.058
2.035
2.013
2.036

2.139
2.145
2.150
2.1.55

K2

(equa-
tion (7))

-0,: y3:

-.707
-.705

-.724
-.719
-.708
-.712

-.714
-.713
-.750
-.707

-.701
-.692
-.695
-.693

-.683
-.682
-.683
-.681

-.716
-.701
-.708
-.712

-.638
-.641
-.641
-.640

-.792
-.911
-.793
-.869

-.699
-.695
-.688
-.690

-.722
-.717
-.718
-.719

Ka

2.008
2.046
2.068
2.’081

2.150
2.138
2.130
2.123

2.123
2.133
2.191
2.115

2.050
2.048
2.043
2.046

2.079
2.0’79
2.080
2.090

2.167
2.118
2.128
2.152

2.039
2.037
2.045
2.044

2.256
2.275
2.062
1.795

2.060
2.035
a.o13
2.041

2.143
2.152
2.156
2.162

Kt

0.002
.006
.001
.006

.011
;()):

.014

.012

.016

.001

.016

.Ooo

.008

.004

.007

.028

.029

.028

.034

.025

.023

.020

.024

.060

.056

.059

.059

-.020
-.133
-.088
-.255

..005
● 001
.000
.007

.011

.019

.019

.024

ICt/K&

0.001
● 003
.000
.003

.005

.006

.010

.007

.006

.008

.000

.008

● 000
.004
.002
.003

.013

.014

.013

.016

.012

.011

.009

.011

.029

.027

.028

.028

-.008
-.058
-.043
-.142

.002

.000

.Ooo

.003

.005

.008

.009

.011

Avemga
Kt /Ka

0.002

-.007

.00G

.002

.014

.011

.028

-.063

● 001

.008

Four acktitionalgages calibrated to.check for reproducibility of results.
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‘LABLEl.-(Continued)
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.

Gage Gage ROSiBt-
AV erage

‘1 ‘ K2 Ka, Kt Kt\Ka ~ /Ka
type Ho. ante, R (equa-

(Ohms)
(equa-

tion (4)) tion (7))

J 1 300.0 2.094 -0.713 2.095 0.004 0.002
2 299.8 2.091 -.713 2.092 .002 .001

300.0 2.090 -.713 2.091 .003 .001
: 300.a 2.068 -.708 2.068 .Ooo .000 0.001

K 1 50.1 2.152 -.718 a.160 .022
a

.010
50.1 2.192 -.?23 2.203 .031 .014

.

50.0 2.132 -.708 2.140 .025
i

.012
50.1 2.145 -.710 a.154 .027 .013 .012

L 1 120.7 2.323 -.806 2.318 -.013 -.006

8
118.6 2.316 -.811 2.309 -.022 -.010
119.6 2.272 -.791

4
2.267 -.016 -.007

119.6 2.316 -.820 2.311 -.013 -.006 -.007

L* 118.6 2.244 -.778 2?.240 -.012 -:005
: 119.9 2.286 -.805 2.2?7 -.026 -.011

118.1 2.294 -.8oa 2.287 -.020 -.009
: 118.a 2.283 -.79? 2.277 -.018 -.008 -.008

u 1 119.1 1.941 -.680
2

1.934 -.019 -.010
118.4 1.934 -.67a 1.930 -.012 -.006
119.0 1.948 -.678 1.944 -.013 -.007

: 119.1 1.980 -.683 1.978 -.007 -.004 -.007

M* 120.a 1,976 -.685 1.973 -.010 -.005
: 119.8 1.933 -.669 1.930 -.009 -.005

lao.3 1.93a
:

-.67S 1.922 -.015 -.008
lao.2 1.963 -.677 1.961 -.006 -.003 -.005

N 1 501.9 3.435 -1.247
a

3.408 -.082 -.024
500.9 3.437 -I.a52 3.408 -.086 -.025
501.5 3.368 -1.245 3.333 -.105 -.032

: 500.1 3.337 -1.238 3.357 -.080 -.027 -.oa7

w 501.7 3.401 -1.255
: 501.3

3.366 -.104. -.031
3.437 -1.250 3.409 -.084

502.9 3.443
-.025

z
-1.256

500.8 3.397
3.413 -.089 -.028

-1.244 3.366 -.093 -.027 -.027

0 1 100.1 2.086 -.?la 2.098
a 100.4

.005 .002
a.103 -.713 2.105

1:(XJ.:
.007 .003

2.098
: .

-.712 2.100 .006 .003
a.083 -.730 2.084 .003 .001 .002

● Four additional “gagescalibrated.to oheck for reproducibility of results.
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OF AVERAGE RATIO K~ /Ka
.— --

Gage hverage~
type ‘t /Ka

G –0.063
N -.02’7
K -.007
L -.007

H–I .061
J .001
A .002
c .(302
o G02
B 1CG6
I .008
E 011
E :012
D .C!14 .
F .028

‘From table 1.
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TABLE z.- EM.%LTS OF CALIBFM1ONS ON 51iJGLM SUMHD GkGES1.
I I I

Kire removed
from gages
of type

G

L

Wire

alloy

Chromel

(o.oo2iL.

ChromelG
(0.005in,

Gege

No.

1

2

1
2

3
4

5

/

1s0- 1

N olafitic
(0.O@jin ~

I
4

L
1
2

Advance

(o. 001 irb) i

2

1
Mangmin 2

(0.001in
t

Resist-
mlce
(ohms)

20.4

20.5
20.2
20.5

92.4

93.7
91.2

93.9
91.0

120.2
121.3
122.5
118.0

42.5

%.
41.{
42.5
440t3
42.2

44.3
44.1
W!*O
45.4

(Ka)w

2.433

2.41.4
2,L12
2.402

2.$43

3.496

;. :2
3:441

2,139

2.133

2,145
2.143
2.142
2.146

. ~g

. gg7+

.982

.992
-

-0.054
-.060
-*67
-,oyil

-.owj
-.046
-.040
-.042
-.042

-.ly3
-.140
-.141
-.1.37

-.004
-.001
+.004
+.oqj
+.007
+.002

-.014
-.Q12
-.011
-.013

m
-. Ou
-.019
-.017 -.017 -0.007
-.017
-,017

-.038
..040 -Bo~ -,027
-.041
-.040

-.002
-.000
+.002 +.001 .
+.003
+.003
+.001

-,014
-.012 -.012 --
-,011
-.013

-0.041

+, 010

+.013

1
subBCriptw denotes value for single strandgage. Subscriptg Ienotw value for coqolete gage of type w

o
from which wire wan removedto constructsin@o strandgage.
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NACA TN No. 1042 Fig. 2

~igure 2.- Laboratorysetup for dotermlningK1 (Eq. 4),



NACA TN No. 1042 Fig. 3

Figure 3.- Laborat~ry setup for dotermlning Kz (Eq. 7).
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Cl

o
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A

cd
-.02

$’ I3

-.04 “

-.06 t3

-.08 J-1 ** ‘i#(n-l)

o

Meaeured

Correoted for

(kQe %“ ;“
type ~’

A ● 002 .0064

B .006 .Olofl

c .002 .0114

D .015 .0221

E .011 .0206

? .021! .0366

H-1 .001 .0152 ●

P
I ,Oog .O1* g

w

J .001 ● 0074

K ● 012 ● 0150

‘L -.008 .0337

H -.027 ● 0205

tranw76rse san- ~
-.063 .0206 0

Elitivity of .002 .0072

single wire
● Average values (from table 2).

.01 .02 .03 .04 .05

-f=

‘f(n-l)

ng + ~(n-1) + 2a

w= ‘- - (See sketches below)

ng + &(n-1) + 2a

n= number of strands

Figuxe 4.- Oomparison of theoretical and experimental values of the ratio %./Ka.
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~igure 5.- Single strandwire strain gages.
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Iso-elastic 1

Fig, 6
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.

o Lo 2.0 3.0 4.0

Ka

Figure 6.- Curves of ~/Ka and Kt VS. Ka for dtiferent
types of strain-sensitive wire.


